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AUTHENTICITY 
 
It would be hard to find a mare with a more consistent record in graded stakes competition 
in 2013 than Authenticy. In five lifetime graded stakes starts, all consecutively, and all in the 
current season, Authenticity won twice, and took three seconds, two of them in grade one 
events. 
 
Authenticity signaled her readiness for major competition with a runaway 17½ lengths 
victory in a Gulfstream Park allowance test.  Making her black-type debut in the Rampart 
Stakes (gr. III), she closed strongly to take second, 11½ lengths clear of the third. The La 
Troienne Stakes (gr. II) on the Kentucky Derby (gr. I) undercard saw Authenticity deliver an 
extremely courageous performance. After battling with On Fire Baby through the early 
fractions, she was headed by that grade one winning filly in the stretch, but fought back to 
gain the day in a photo-finish. The time was a new stakes record, and it was nearly five 
lengths back to the third, the previous year’s Kentucky Oaks (gr. I) heroine, Believe You Can, 
with graded winners Class Included, More Chocolate and Imposing Grace further in arrears. 
 
The Ogden Phipps Handicap (gr. I) saw Authenticity turn in another fine effort, going down 
by just ½ length to the accomplished Tiz Miz Sue, while accounting for grade one winners 
Joyful Victory and Believe You Can, and grade two winner Disposable Pleasure. After defying 
top-weight to take the Shuvee Stakes (gr. III) at Saratoga, Authenticity concluded her career 
with two more fine efforts in grade one completion. In the Personal Ensign Handicap (gr. I), 
she came up against Royal Delta, a mare who has proved virtually invincible when in top 
form, but was a clear second to the two-time champion while again defeating On Fire Baby. 
Traveling west for the Zenyatta Stakes (gr. I), Authenticity had to give best to another 
outstanding champion in Beholder, but in claiming second once again demonstrated her 
superiority over old rivals Joyful Victory and More Chocolate, as well as the grade one 
winning Include Me Out.  
 
Authenticity is one of the most accomplished racemares to represent her sire, Quiet 
American. Sire of dual classic winning Champion Real Quiet and Champion Hidden Lake 
among his more than 50 stakes winners, Quiet American is now a highly sought after 
broodmare sire, his daughters producing  such as Horse of the Year Saint Liam, champion 
and classic winner Bernardini, and grade one winners Whywhywhy, Cherry Mix, Mentality 
and Quierido Machito. 

Authenticity’s dam, Court of Appeal, is by another excellent sire and broodmare sire Deputy 
Minister. She is out of Appealing Missy, a stakes winner in France, and winner of three 
stakes events, including the California Jockey Club Handicap (gr. III) and Buena Vista 
Handicap (gr. III), and runner-up in the Santa Ana Handicap (gr. I). In addition to appearing as 
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granddam of Authenticity, Appealing Miss is also dam of stakes placed Appealing Kris, and 
granddam of the Top Flight Handicap (gr. II) captress Rahy’s Appeal, and is herself half-sister 
to the dam of Redaspen, who took the La Prevoyante Handicap (gr. II). 
 
A stakes record-setting multiple graded stakes winner, and multiple grade one winner who 
was never out of the first two in graded stakes competition, Authenticity is by an 
outstanding broodmare sire, from a family that boasts graded stakes production under the 
first three dams, thus owning all the credentials for an exciting career as a broodmare.  

 


